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Abstract
Team Navi was given the task to design and build an autonomous robot that can
navigate itself within a maze, mapping it, and using it’s mapped values to determine the
fastest path to the center of a 16x16 unit square maze. The maze is setup using the
standard IEEE Micromouse Competition rules and regulations. The goal of this project is
to reach the center of maze with the fastest time within a time limit of ten minutes. We
were able to achieve our goal by solving the maze and achieving the fastest time to the
center against the two other micromouse teams.
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Introduction
Micromouse, this is an IEEE competition held every year. Entrants to this
competition are required to construct an autonomous robot to traverse through a 16x16
unit square maze. The maze is comprised of 18x18 cm cells. The robot must try to reach
the center of the maze as fast as it can. The total allotted time for this task is ten minutes
where the mouse first maps the maze, and then it may conduct various speed runs. The
fastest time will be its official time. Rules for the competition include regulating the size
of the robot to be under 25x25 cm in length and width, as well as restricting the robot
from altering any part of the maze or leaving parts of itself behind. We also take into
account that there is no height limit for our mouse. Overall, our mouse may not exceed a
total value of $500.
To have an effective autonomous robot, we had to put together various
components to work as a system. We had a combination of closed looped and open
looped systems. Our closed looped systems included the Infrared Sensors and our user
interface shield, as these required to continuously communicate with our microcontroller.
Our open looped comprised of the stepper motors and the stepper motor drivers. With
this these systems together we are able to traverse through the maze without colliding
with the wall. However, we required a solving algorithm to reach the center; this where
we implemented our variation of a flood-fill algorithm
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System Design:
Flood Fill:
The algorithm chosen to map and solve the maze is the Flood Fill Algorithm. The
reason for choosing this specific algorithm is because it always finds the shortest path to
the center of the maze. Although there are more sophisticated algorithms available to find
the fastest path, we decided that the shortest path is likely the fastest path for us due to
the limitations of stepper motors. The algorithm works by assigning distance values to
each cell in the maze. The distance values correspond to the number of cells the robot
needs to move from its current cell to the center of the maze. The robot will update the
values when it discovers walls and prioritizes moving to the cell with a lower distance
value.
To implement the algorithm, a 16x16 two-dimensional integer array is first
initialized. Each element in the array will hold the corresponding cell’s wall information,
distance value, visited bit, current location, and cell X and Y coordinate. Each element’s
bit format follows the format:
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The target cells are given a distance value of zero and each adjacent cell is given the
current cell’s distance value plus one. This continues until every cell is assigned a
distance value.
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Every time the robot enters a new cell, the flood fill algorithm starts by scanning
for the left, right, and center walls. If a wall is detected, the bit corresponding to the cell’s
wall will be set to 1. Next, it checks if the distance value of the cell is equivalent to
smallest adjacent distance value plus one. If it is not, it pushes the current cell and all
open adjacent cells onto a stack and individually checks each distance value. If the
distance value does not need updating and the stack is empty, it will then compare the
values of its neighbors and move to the cell with the lowest value.
Sensors:
For our micromouse to detect walls, we decided to go with Sharp IR sensors. IR
sensors have two main components that allow it to detect objects from varied distances.
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The first is the infrared emitting diode, IR-LED. This diode

Figure	
  1:	
  Sensor	
  Diagram	
  

emits a red beam that bounces off a wall and is received by
the second component, the position sensitive detector, PSD.
A visual representation of how these sensors work is shown
in the figure on the right. When the angle between the
sensor and the beam is large, it indicates that the object is
far. When the angle is small, the object is close. The IR
sensor outputs an analog voltage inversely proportional to the distance of the object,
meaning a higher voltage when the object is closer and a smaller analog voltage when the
object is farther. We will be using these analog output voltages to map out the maze, as
well as to position our micromouse towards the center of the
cell.
We chose to use the GP2Y0A51SK0F Sharp IR
sensors. These sensors can accurately detect objects from
2cm-15cm. They are also compact in size, with the
Figure	
  2:	
  Sharp	
  IR	
  Sensor	
  

dimensions: 27.0 x 10.8 x 12.0mm. Since we are using

stepper motors, opposed to dc motors, we don't require a sensor with a fast measuring
cycle. This specific sensor has a measuring cycle of 16.5ms, which works with the speed
of our micromouse. We will be using a total of three IR sensors, two on the sides, west
and east, while the other will be facing forward, north. The front sensor detects the
northern walls preventing it from ramming into the wall. The two sensors on sides will
not only be used for detecting side walls, but it will help position our micromouse
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towards the center of the cell at all times. When one of the sensors is too close to the
wall, our micromouse will take action to center itself.
Motors:
We had two motor options to choose from. The choices were between stepper
motors and DC motors. DC motors have more appealing attributes when compared to
stepper motors. They are smaller and lighter as opposed to the large and heavy stepper
motors. DC motors can also achieve faster speeds than stepper motors can as well. While
the DC motor seems like the choice to go with, we wanted something else for our robot.
There was a key feature that appealed to our team that the stepper motor had over the dc
motor. It was that stepper motors utilized
precision with its rotations. Stepper motors power

Figure	
  3:	
  Left:	
  NEMA-‐17,	
  Right:	
  
NEMA-‐14	
  

coils in order to rotate the shaft. The coils are
turned on and off in phases according to the
pulses fed from the driver. Overall, for the motors,
we opted for precision over speed and size.
Knowing that we were going with stepper
motors, we then had to decide between NEMA-17 and NEMA-14 motors. The
differences between the two motors are their holding torques and sizes. Holding torque is
not an issue that concerns our project so we are mainly utilizing stepper motors for their
precision. We started our tests using the NEMA-17 stepper motor. This motor has a
voltage rating of 2.8V and a current rating of 1.68A. Its size was 42.3 mm by 38 mm,
which made the overall size of our mouse large so we went with the NEMA-14 stepper
motors sizing at 35 mm by 36mm. This motor is a lot smaller but can achieve the same
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speeds as the NEMA-17 motor. The specifications for the NEMA-14 are, a voltage rating
of 2.7V and a current rating of 1A. Both motors achieve 200 steps per revolution due to
having a 1.8-degree step angle. Since stepper motors utilize different phases by turning
on and off the coils, it requires another component to drive it. It needs a stepper motor
driver to control how the motors spin.
Stepper Motor Drivers:
In order to get the motors spinning we needed to use a stepper motor driver. There
were many to choose from but the driver needed to fulfill the requirements of our motors,
such as being able to handle the voltage and current to drive it. Since we started with the
Figure	
  4:	
  DRV8825	
  Stepper	
  
Motor	
  Driver	
  

NEMA-17 motors, we needed a driver that could handle the
high amount of current required to feed the motors. It was
the DRV8825 stepper motor driver that we found that was
rated higher above other drivers. This driver has an
operating voltage of 8.2V – 45V, which is a wide enough
range for our motors. It can feed a continuous current of up

to 1.5 A per phase. The maximum current per phase it can feed is 2.2 A, which is
definitely more than we need. For the logic voltage, it ranges from 2.5 – 5.25 V so it can
handle different systems. Microstepping is also a feature that the DRV8825 has to offer.
There is also an adjustable current control that allows us to set the output current for our
motors.
To use this component, we set our microcontroller to feed it pulses at a certain
frequency based on the values from our sensors. These pulses controlled the motor in
which the phases of the motor are turned on and off. A feature that the DRV8825 opened
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up for our micromouse is the option for microstepping. This allowed our mouse to move
more efficiently.
Wheel:
We decided to print our own wheel as opposed to using
the Pololu plastic wheels we purchased. The reason for this is
because the plastic wheels were flimsy and not rotating evenly.
We designed a 70mm x 6mm wheel on Solidworks and used
the Water Jet to print our wheel. The material we used for our

Figure	
  5:	
  Custom	
  made	
  
aluminum	
  wheel	
  

wheel was aluminum.

Microcontroller:

The Nucleo STM32F401RE, was our microcontroller board we utilized to be the
core of our autonomous robot. While our 11.1v battery powered the board itself, the
board regulated that voltage down to 5v to power the Sharp IR Sensors, as well as down
to 3.3v to power the DRV8825 Motor drivers. Other than powering up the various key
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components, the Microcontroller receives or sends the proper signals to allow the robot to
arrive to the center of the maze. The Nucleo deals with the setting of the pins for the
drivers to be in the proper mode, or direction. Furthermore, Nucleo sets the motor step
pin high and low to simulate pulses that allow the stepper motor to step. We implemented
various functions to be precise in our Turning left and Right and our Turn- Around; we
generated pulses specific for each case. In Addition, the Nucleo accepts the signal from
the sensors and uses ADC the values to indicate the cell walls, as well as the robot’s
distance from those wall to allow it to correct its position. With the indication of the walls
and our manual pulses we were able to be center within the cells as well as keep track of
our position in the maze; this allowed us to feed flags to the flood-fill algorithm, which
ultimately allowed us to solve the full 16x16 maze.

Printed Circuit Board:
This project requires us to use many components that need to be connected
together. One way to interlink the connections is by using jumper cables but we wanted
to eliminate as much wires as possible. To fix this we designed our own printed circuit
board to connect each component. This allowed us to centralize our connections in the
center as well as minimizing the clutter of wires.
We designed two different levels of PCB’s. A bottom layer which supports and
connects the major components, such as the microcontroller, motors, stepper motor
drivers, sensors, and the power supply. After all the testings, we wanted to implement a
user interface so we designed the top layer PCB for that feature. This layer contains
LED’s, switches, and debugging pins. The LED’s would blink according to the action the
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robot is taking, e.g. turning left/right or making a u-turn. There are also LED’s that
display the battery levels. Since our microcontroller has a feature where we can break off
the debugging outlets, we put pins that connect to the ports for debugging in case we
needed to make some other minor changes.
Battery:
In order to select the right battery for our micromouse, we had to figure out how
much current we will be sourcing. The NEMA-14 stepper motors would need a total of
Figure	
  6:	
  Zippy	
  Flightmax	
  
Battery	
  

2.0A. According to the datasheets, the three sensors would
pull 66mA and the microcontroller will pull 800mA. The full
load current would be approximately 2.866A.
The battery that we decided to choose was the Zippy
Flightmax: 1300mAh 20C LiPo. This battery can pull up to

26A continuous current and can run our micromouse for approximately 20minutes.
Final Chassis
After going through a couple prototypes, detecting
flaws in our design, we eliminated those issues and finalized
our chassis. The main concern while designing this chassis was
size. Our main goal was to make our robot as compact as
possible. As you can see in the picture, we pushed our Lbracket into our chassis by making wheel cut outs to make the
width of the micromouse smaller. To allow our micromouse to

Figure	
  7:	
  Final	
  chassis	
  3D	
  
printed	
  

maneuver and make turns easier, we rounded out the corners of our chassis. A battery
trunk was added in the back to hold our battery. We added four standoff posts so our PCB
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sits on top. Lastly, we cut out our team logo on our battery trunk just for a clean finish.
Our finalized chassis dimension came out to be 10.5cm x 10.5cm in length and width. We
now have a lot of room to move through the maze.

Testing Procedures:
Motors and Drivers Testing:
In order to get our micromouse to move the way we wanted it to, we needed to
make the proper adjustments and connections to the motor driver. To start our tests, we
used laboratory equipment to simulate the components powering our motor driver and
motors. we set up a power supply to provide 11.1V simulating the battery and 3.3V
Figure	
  8:	
  W iring	
  diagram	
  for	
  stepper	
  motor	
  driver	
  

simulating the logic voltage
from the microcontroller.
At first the power supply
kept reading constant
current. To fix that we
needed a power supply that

was able to supply enough current. We also needed to adjust the on board potentiometer
that sets the amount of current allowed to the motors. Also, the NEMA-17, was rated at
1.7A so we set the current to 1.5A. The connections from the motor to the driver are
setup as seen in the wiring diagram above provided by Pololu. To simulate the
microcontroller, we used a function generator to feed pulses into the driver. The pulses
have a width of 1.5 microseconds and we needed to figure out what frequency the motor
would run efficiently at. We did multiple tests to figure out the right frequency. The
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motors would rotate losing some smoothness as it got close to 1.2 kHz. Any higher the
motors would start buzzing and vibrating excessively. Due to this, we decided that 1 kHz
would be a good frequency to run our motor at since it was smoother. After multiple
tests, the motor drivers shut down due to over heating. This caused the on board thermal
protection to kick in. We decided to turn down the current supplied through the drivers
from 1.5A to 1.2 A. This kept the motor drivers
cooler for a longer period of time.
When it came to finalizing the build for our

Figure	
  9:	
  Pulse	
  waves	
  with	
  a	
  
1.5	
  microsecond	
  width	
  fed	
  to	
  
the	
  drivers.	
  

micromouse, we realized that there was barely
enough clearance to make any kind of turns. This
led to us wanting to use a smaller sized motor. We
did some research to find out if dropping down to a
smaller sized motor would change our data substantially. There was not much of a
difference. The NEMA-14 is still able to handle the same frequency we fed to the
NEMA-17. The main difference was the holding torque, but that is not a factor for our
project. Also, the NEMA-14 has a voltage rating of 2.7V and a current rating of 1A per

phase. Since the NEMA-14 has a lower current rating per phase, we adjusted the current
limiter on the motor drivers to .8A.
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After finishing the settings for our motors and motor drivers, we felt it was
necessary to utilize the micro stepping options that the board provides. The table above
shows the settings on how to program the motor driver to utilize the specific stepping
mode. For our micromouse, we changed the mode from full step mode to 16-micro step
mode. This meant that instead of achieving 200 steps per revolution, our motors would be
taking 3200 steps per revolution. Having more steps made our turns and centering
movements smoother. At full step mode our mouse’s movements were jerky and micro
stepping fixed that issue at the cost of having to provide more pulses.
Sensor Testing
Before we installed the sensors onto the micromouse, we tested the sensors using
the oscilloscope to get the sensor readings. The sensors have three essential wires for it to
function. First is the red wire for the input voltage. According to the datasheet, the sensor
can handle up to +7V. To prevent burning out the sensor, we supplied the sensors with
+5V using the microcontroller’s voltage regulator. The second wire is the analog voltage
output, yellow wire. For testing, we connected the oscilloscope probe to the yellow wire
to measure the output voltages. Lastly, the black wire is for ground.
We had to make sure to connect the wires carefully before applying voltage to the
sensor. We burned out a sensor because we did not connect the wires properly. As we
moved a maze wall towards the sensor, we noticed the voltage on the oscilloscope would
increase, indicating that our sensor was functioning. We noticed our signal was noisy
giving us inaccurate data. To fix this issue, we soldered a 0.1uF capacitor between the
input voltage and ground terminal. Another issue we faced was the orientation of the
sensor. If the sensor was horizontal, it would often output around 1.47V, indicating that
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there is something in front of the sensor when there was nothing at all. We speculated
that the LED beam is being reflected off of the bottom surface. To fix this issue, we
changed the orientation of the sensor from horizontal to vertical.
To collect our sensor data, we used a stationary clamp to hold the sensor in place.
We used a ruler and a maze wall to measure and record the analog output voltage at
varying distances. We started our readings at 2cm and recorded
data until 14cm with increments of 1cm. At 2cm, the voltage was
at its peak with an output voltage of 2.39V. As expected, at 14cm
the output voltage was the lowest with 414mV. A table of our
recorded data can be seen on the right. These analog voltages
give us a good indication of the distance from wall. In order to
properly use this data, we need to convert our data to digital data.
Here we implement our analog to digital converter.
Prototype Chassis
In order to hold our parts together we designed a chassis. We 3D printed our own
Figure	
  9:	
  Solidworks	
  chassis	
  design	
  

chassis to get the specific size and
placements we wanted. We used solid works
to design our chassis. The first chassis we
designed had motor pockets to hold our
stepper motors in place. We also designed
mounts for our sensors as well. We included
holes for the ball castors for balancing

purposes. After our Solidworks design was finished, as seen in the picture on the left, we
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submitted our design to get it 3D printed. When we received our chassis, we immediately
put all of our parts on and tested it. We noticed a huge problem with this chassis when we
were testing it. We did not properly distribute the motor weight. The stepper motors were
placed too far back. Every time our robot moved forward, it would pop a wheelie.
This led us to create a second chassis design eliminating the weight distribution
issue. We decided to get rid of the printed
motor brackets, and went with L-brackets

Figure	
  10:	
  Prototype	
  chassis	
  
update	
  

from Pololu to hold the motors in place. The
L-brackets fulfilled the same purpose as the
pockets in the previous chassis. As you can
see on the right, the black chassis hold the
L-brackets in the center for better weight distribution. For the most part, this chassis
worked pretty well, and we did not experience any more major issues. After we put our
micromouse in the regulated maze cell, the overall size was an issue. Our mouse was
approximately 13.5cm x 13.5cm in length and width, which was barely enough to fit in
the cell. This made it really hard for our micromouse to maneuver through the maze and
make clean turns. To fix this issue, we had to go with smaller motors. Our final mouse
will be using NEMA-14 stepper motors, instead of the NEMA-17 stepper motors.
Conclusion
Constructing this autonomous robot came with various obstacles we had to
overcome, such as hardware restrictions or the inefficiency of software. The components
we desired to use for our micromouse consist of sensors, motors, and a microcontroller.
The choices for motors were either DC motors or stepper motors, in which we chose the
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latter. This decision was made off the fact that our mouse will be able to keep track of
where it is within the maze.
The choice of sensors, were between Infrared, ultra-sonic, and time of flight. We
chose infrared sensors over ultra-sonic sensors because it was better suited for traversing
through the particular micro mouse maze setups. Though the time of flight sensors may
have been more accurate than the infrared, the knowledge and access to the resources of
time of flight sensors were too limited. The Sharp IR sensors we chose complemented the
stepper motors well; as we decided to be more accurate than fast. This means we do not
require the high sampling rates that various sensors offered.
For our microcontroller, we chose the STM32F401RE Nucleo due to our concern
of not having enough memory for our sensing, moving functions, and our flood-fill
algorithm. The Nucleo allowed for a 512kb flash memory and 96kb of Sram. We also had
the concern of a slow clock speed, as we needed to continuously sample the IR Sensors,
as well as uncertainty about the efficiency of our algorithm. Those uncertainties were
answered as the Nucleo fulfills a majority of our needs.
Aside from our micromouse components, we would like to address the trials and
difficulties we had with our own designs. First, our chassis design underwent much
iteration. The original prototype was undesirable as the weight distribution was centered
more towards the back of the robot. The size of the robot was also an issue leaving us to
switch from NEMA-17 to NEMA-14 motors. Our robot was making contact with the wall
when conducting turns, so we rounded out the corners to compensate. As we had various
chassis design, we had to have various PCB designs that would complement the chassis
design.
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Another factor that had arose during testing and trial running was heat. With the
amount of heat coming from the stepper motors, our chassis, which was printed from
PLA, would start to warp. This resulted in our ball casters, used for support, to make
contact with the ground before our wheels. So the wheel would be spinning but the pulse
count along with the location of the mouse within the maze or even a cell was extremely
off. Our sensors were also now sensing the chassis before a wall. A solution to this was
to change the positioning of our sensors from a flat horizontal position to a slightly
elevated vertical position. For wheel and caster conflict we removed the front ball caster,
so the two wheels would have traction and the back caster was just to prevent the robot
from tilting too far back. This would cause the sensors to send invalid data.
Ultimately we were still able to traverse through the maze and solve the full 2011
16x16 Japanese competition maze.
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Appendix A
Budget:
The total allowed budget sponsored by SDSU was $600. After researching parts
we wanted for our final mouse, we projected that our final product would consist of $200
dollars worth in parts. That leaves us with $400 for experimental and spare parts. IEEE
regulations state that we are not to exceed $500 worth of parts on our actual robot, so we
do not have to worry about exceeding that amount.

As you can see from the chart above, we spent a total of $528.05. The majority of
our money went towards hardware parts, microcontrollers, sensors, and stepper motors.
The hardware parts consisted of screws, standoffs, ball casters, L-brackets, wires,
connectors, headers, etc. Miscellaneous consists of battery, tax, shipping and handling.
The total amount that we used on our final micromouse was $196.34.

Bill of Materials:
Final Mouse
Parts

Retailer

Parts number

Quantity Cost

Stepper Motor: Bipolar, 200 Steps/Rev,
35x36mm, 2.7V, 1A

Pololu

1209

2

15.95

31.90

DRV8825 Stepper Motor Driver Carrier,

Pololu

2982

2

10.45

20.90
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High Current
Pololu Ball Caster with 1/2" Metal Ball

Pololu

953

2

1.99

3.98

XT60 Connector Male-Female Pair,
Yellow

Pololu

2175

1

1.75

1.75

ARM Nucleo Board STM32F401RE 512K Mouser

511-NUCLEOF401RE

1

10.33

10.33

Sharp Microelectronics GP2Y0A51SK0F
(2CM-15CM)

Digi-Key

425-2854-ND

3

13.95

41.85

Round Standoff 6-32 ALUM 2-1/2"

Digi-Key

1857K-ND

4

1.31

5.24

Switch Toggle SPST 0.4VA 20V

Digi-Key

EG4914-ND

1

3.53

3.53

Zippy Flightmax 1300 mAh 3S1P 20C
(US Warehouse)

Hobbyking Z13003S20C

2

8.50

17.00

Total (w/o
tax)
$136.48
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Appendix B
Schematics:
PCB Layout (Mentor Graphics):
Legend:
1 = Nucleo Board
2 = Stepper Motor Driver
3 = On/Off Switch
4 = Power Connection
5 = Battery Level LED’s
6 = Sensor Connectors
7 = Standoff Holes

Mouse design done on Solidworks
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Appendix C

